Use this regulator / filter to connect a compressor to the Engler Scale–Aire Mini / Drill–Aire Series.

The unit must be mounted vertically, with the clear reservoir pointed down to function properly.

**Caution:** Mounting this regulator incorrectly can damage your equipment and void your warranty.

The reservoir is clear to allow for visual inspection of accumulated water. A spigot (drain valve) is located at the bottom of the clear reservoir for convenient draining. **Drain daily.**

Use the supplied male quick connect / hose to connect to your dental air unit, connect the other hose to your compressor. Additional optional hardware may be required to connect the compressor. See video link below.

Maximum **INPUT** pressure: 175 PSI (12 BAR). Maximum temperature: 125F (80C)

This unit is pre-calibrated to 75 PSI **OUTPUT** prior to shipping. Exceeding 80 PSI can cause serious injury, damage the equipment (handpieces) and void the warranty.

**CAUTION:** This regulator is not suitable for connecting to a nitrogen cylinder.

For video instructions please visit; [https://engler411.com/youtube/videos08.html](https://engler411.com/youtube/videos08.html), then click on video #4